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1. Introduction. In recent years various sufficiency proofs have been given

for the problem of Bolza, the most general of which are those given by

McShane [6](1), Myers [7], and the author [5]. The purpose of the present

paper is to show that the sufficiency theorem for a normal problem (2) of

Bolza can be obtained from that for the corresponding theorem for the case

in which there are no differential side conditions. A similar result holds for

isoperimetric problems.

The problem with which we shall be concerned is that of minimizing a

function

1(C) = g(a) + f f(a, y, y)dt
J c

in a class of arcs

C: a\ yKt), (t1 £ t ^ t2, h = 1, ■ ■ ■ , r; i = 0, 1, ■ ■ ■ , n)

satisfying the conditions

(1.1) **(a, y, y) - 0 (|3 = 1, ■ • • , m < n),

(1.2) y^t1) = T"(a),       yW) = Ti2(a).

The components a1, • • • , ar of C are independent of /. The sufficiency theo-

rem given below consists of showing that if an arc C0 satisfies the usual suffi-

ciency conditions for a minimum for the problem just described, there exists

a function of the form

J(Q = g(a) + f {f(a, y, y) + m?(a, y, y)<b^(a, y, y)]dt
J c

such that Co satisfies the corresponding sufficiency conditions for minimizing

J(C) in the class of arcs satisfying the end conditions (1.2). From the theory

for the case when there are no differential side conditions (cf. [l, chap. 6]),

it is seen that C0 affords a proper strong relative minimum to J(C) subject
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(1) Numbers in brackets refer to the list of references at the end of the paper.

(2) As a matter of fact, the problem discussed is not assumed to be normal. However, our

hypotheses are such that by suitably enlarging the class of arcs considered, a normal problem

can be obtained for which our hypotheses still hold.
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to the conditions (1.2). Since J(C) =I(C) when equations (1.1) hold, it follows

that Co minimizes 1(C) subject to the conditions (1.1) and (1.2).

The existence of a function J(C) having the properties described above

can be obtained readily from known results [2, 3]. However, these results

give at the same time the desired sufficiency theorem for the problem of

Bolza. The information is therefore of no value in reducing the sufficiency

proof for the problem of Bolza to the simpler case involving no differential

side conditions.

2. The sufficiency theorem. The notations, terminology, and hypotheses

here used are those given in three preceding papers on the problem of Bolza.

It will be convenient to assume that the functions/(a, y, p), pß(a, y, p), g(a),

Tnia), Ti2ia) are of class C4 on the open set 9Î of points (a, y, p) forming

the domain of definition of our problem. The functions /, pe are positively

homogeneous of order one in p. The arcs under consideration are rectifiable

arcs C, with absolutely continuous representations

C: a, y(t), t1 g t ^ t2,

whose elements (a, y(t), y(t)) are in 9î for almost all values of t on tH2.

Consider now a particular arc

Co: ao, yo(t), t1 á t = t2,

of class C which satisfies equations (1.1) and (1.2) and does not intersect

itself. We suppose that there exists a set of absolutely continuous multipliers

X^(/) such that if we set

F(a, y, p, X) = f(a, y, p) + XV(a, y, p),

then:

(1) Co satisfies Euler-Lagrange equations

(2.1) -Fp<=Fyi.
at

(2) Co satisfies the transversality condition

(2.2) gh + Fpi(f)A' - FA*1)TÍ' + f  Fhdt = 0.

Here and elsewhere the subscript h denotes the value of the derivative of a

function with respect to ah. The quantities Fp^t1), Fp<(t2) denote the values

of Fpi at the initial and final end points of C0.

(3) C0 is nonsingular, that is, the matrix

(Fpipi     PIA (i,j = 0, 1, • • • , «)4+       0/ (/S, y = 1, • • • ,«),
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has rank n+m along C0. This assumption together with (1) implies that the

functions Xß(t), y0(t) have continuous third derivatives.

(4) Co satisfies the strengthened condition of Weierstrass, that is, there is

a neighborhood N of the values (a, y, p, X) on C0 such that the inequality

E(a, y, p, X, q) = F(a, y, q, X) - qV^a, y, p, X) = 0

holds whenever (a, y, p, X) is in N and (a, y, p), (a, y, q) are in 9? and satisfy

the conditions <j>ß = 0.

(5) Co satisfies the strengthened Jacobi condition, that is, the second varia-

tion

/> ('
2co(a, r,, r,)dt

is positive for every variation

y: a\ V<(t) (t1 = ¿ = t2; h = 1, • • • , r; i = 0, 1, • • • , w)

satisfying the following conditions:

(a) The functions ?;*(/) are absolutely continuous on tH2 and have deriva-

tives that are integrable square. The components ah are independent of /.

(b) The equations

(2.3) $%, v, r,) = <f>iah + <¡>U\t) + <t>U\t) = 0

hold for almost all values of t, the arguments in the derivatives being

(a0, yo(t), yo(t))-

(c) The variation y satisfies the accessory end conditions

(2.4) V(t) = TKoc ,        V(t) = Tha .

(d) The variation y is not essentially null, that is, it is not of the form

(2.5) ak = 0,       v(t)=e(t)y0(t),

where6(t1)=d(t2)=0.

The quantity 2q(a) appearing in Z2(t) is the quadratic form

2q(a) =  [ghk + Fpi(Í)fh\ - Fvi(t)Th\]aak

evaluated on Co, where the subscripts h, k denote the derivatives with respect

to ah, cth. The integrand 2w(a, r/, ir) of I2(y) is the second differential along Co

of F(a, y, p, X) with respect to the variables (a, y, p).

As has been shown by McShane [6, §13] no generality is lost in the

strengthened condition of Jacobi if the variations y were restricted to be of

class C. However for our purposes it is convenient to use the larger class de-

scribed above.

The main theorem to be established is the following:
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Theorem 1. If the arc Co satisfies, with a set of multipliers X"(/), the Euler-

Lagrange equations, the transversality condition, the strengthened conditions of

Weierstrass and Jacobi, and is nonsingular, there is a function of the form

(2.6) J(C) = g(a) + f F(a, y, y, m(a, y, y))dt
of c

and a neighborhood % of C0 in ay-space such that the inequality J(C)>J(Co)

holds for every rectifiable arc Cy^Co in f5 satisfying the end conditions (1.2).

If C also satisfies the differential equations (1.1), then 1(C) >I(Co). The multi-

pliers mß(a, y, p) can be chosen to be of class C".

It is understood of course that the elements (a, y(t), y(t)) on C are in SR

for almost all values of the parameter t along C.

The corresponding theorem for the weak relative minimum is obtained by

replacing the strengthened condition of Weierstrass by the following condi-

tion:

(4') Co satisfies the strengthened condition of Clebsch, that is, the quadratic

form

(2.7) Fp{pi(a, y, p, X)ttV > 0

holds along C for every solution iry^pp of the equations

ß i
Pvi(a, y, p)ir  = 0.

This condition implies that C0 is nonsingular.

The theorem obtained is the following:

Theorem 2. If the arc C0 satisfies, with a set of multipliers X"(/), the Euler-

Lagrange equations, the transversality condition, and the strengthened conditions

of Clebsch and Jacobi, there is a function of the form (2.6) and a neighborhood 5R0

of Co in ayp-space such that the inequality J(C) > J(C0) holds for every rectifiable

arc Cy^Co in 9?0 that satisfies the end conditions (1.2). If pß = 0 along C, then

I(C)>I(Co).

By a neighborhood of 9i0 of C0 in ayp-space is meant an open subset of R

containing the elements (a0, yo(t), yo(t)) on C0 and having the property that

if (a, y, p) is in 9Î0 so also is (a, y, kp) if k>0. An arc C is in 9Î0 if almost all

of its elements (a, y(t), y(t)) are in 9îo-

3. Proof of Theorem 2. It will be convenient to prove Theorem 2 first

and to use the results obtained in order to prove Theorem 1. We accordingly

suppose that Co satisfies the conditions imposed upon it in Theorem 2. Let

\ß(a, y) be a set of functions of class C" such that

A'Coo, yo(t)) = x»(<),

where X"(£) are the multipliers associated with Co- We shall show that a set
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of multipliers of the form

(3.1) mP(a, y, p) = \'(o, y) + W(a, y, pKp'p*)-1'*

are effective for J(C) in Theorem 2, provided the constant b is chosen suffi-

ciently large. More precisely, we shall show that if b is suitably chosen, then

Co satisfies the Euler equations, the transversality condition and the strength-

ened conditions of Legendre (Clebsch) and Jacobi for the problem of minimiz-

ing the function

J(Q = g(a)+ (' G(a,y,y)dt
J c

subject to the end conditions (1.2). Here

G(a, y, p) = F(a, y, p, m (a, y, p)).

Since <bß = 0 along C0 we have

Gpi = Fpi,       Gvi = Fyi,       Gh = Fh

along Co. It follows that the Euler equations (2.1) and the transversality con-

dition (2.2) hold along C0 with F replaced by G, whatever value is assigned

to b. If b is taken sufficiently large, say b = b0, then, as has been shown by the

author ([3, Theorem 3.1]; see also [8]), the inequality

(3.2) Gpipi(a, y, p)irV > 0 (b £ h)

will hold along C0 for every set ir^pp. It remains to show that b can be in-

creased so that the second variation J2(y) of J(C) will be positive along Co

for every variation y, not essentially null, that satisfies the accessory end con-

ditions (2.4). When this result has been established, Theorem 2 will follow

from the sufficiency theorem for the case in which there are no differential

side conditions.

A simple computation will reveal that the second variation ^2(7) of J(C)

along Co is given by the formula

My) = P(y) + bQ(y),

where

P(y) = h(y) + 2 f   (x!*/ + \W)^ßdt,
J (1

Q(y) = 2 f    #V(y¡yi)~V,<0,J ¡1

and $0 is the variation of <pß along C0- It should be recalled that by virtue of

the homogeneity properties of/ and $", the values of P(y), Q(y) and /2OY) are

unchanged if we add to 7 an essentially null variation (2.5). We can accord-
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ingly restrict ourselves to variations that satisfy, with constants c and d, a

condition of the form

yo(t)v(t) = ct+d

on tH2. The class of variations of this type that satisfy the accessory end con-

ditions (2.4) will be denoted by V. The only essentially null variation in T is

the null variation.

The quadratic functions P(y) and Q(y) defined above have the following

three properties:

(1) Q(y)^0onT;
(2) P(y)>0 for every non-null variation y in V for which 0(7) =0;

(3) There is a constant bQ such that the strengthened condition of Le-

gendre holds for Piy)+boQiy).

Theorem 2 will be established if we show that these properties imply the

existence of a constant b^b0 such that P(y) + &Q(y) is positive for every non-

null variation y in T. In the proof we can and shall assume that £>0 = 0. This

is permissible since the pair Piy)+boQiy), Qiy) have the properties (1), (2),

(3)ofP(7), Q(t) with ôo = 0.
If a constant b of the type just described fails to exist, there is for every

integer q a variation

yq: «q,       VÁD (f^t^t2)

in r satisfying the inequality

(3.3) P(yq) + qQ(yg) g 0.

Since P(y) and Qiy) are homogeneous in y we can suppose that yq satisfies

the condition

r'2
(3.4) | aq\2 +  max   \ Vq(t) \2 +  \     | ,j3(<) \2dt = 1,

fiSt£fi J (i

where a pair of vertical bars denotes the usual norm of a vector, namely, the

square root of the sum of the squares of its components. Since yq is in T there

exist constants cq and dq such that one has

(3.5) ylithlit) = cgt + dq

on tH2. As was shown by McShane [6, §5] the relations (3.4) and (3.5) im-

ply the existence of a subsequence (which for our purposes we can and shall

suppose to be the original sequence) that converges uniformly on tH2 to a

variation

7o : «o,       voit) it1 = t^t2)

satisfying with constants c0> do the relation
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yo(t)rio(t) = c0t + d0

on tH2. The functions r]0(t) are absolutely continuous with integrable square

derivatives. Since the variations yq satisfy the accessory end conditions (2.4),

the variation yü also has this property. It follows that 70 is in Y. In view of the

fact that P(y) satisfies the strengthened condition of Legendre, b0 being zero,

it is lower semi-continuous [6, §7]. Hence

(3.6) lim inf P(yq) = P(y0)

and, by (3.3),

P(yo) + lim inf qQ(yq) = 0.
Q= 00

Since Q(yq) =0 this relation can be satisfied only if

(3.7) P(7<i) = 0, lim inf 0(7,) = 0.

But the relation Q(7)=0 implies that Q(y) satisfies the Legendre condition

and is accordingly lower semicontinuous. The last equation therefore tells us

that <2(7o) =0 and hence that P(yo)^0, by property (2) for P and Q. It fol-

lows from (3.7) that P(7o) =0. Consequently 70 is null and

(3.8) lim aq = 0, lim r¡q(t) m 0 (uniformly), lim cq = 0.

Using the relation (3.5) we find by differentiation that the relation

ti i   i
yovg + yovi = cq

holds for almost all values of t on Z1/2. This with (3.8) tells us that

(3.9) lim yo(t)v¡(t) = 0
Q= 00

uniformly on tH2, if we set r]\ = 0 wfjere it is not defined.

Turning now to the relations (3.3), (3.6), P(yo) =0, and Q(y) =0 we find

that
lim P(yq) = 0,

which by virtue of (3.8) takes the form

J.«2Anvlvldt = 0,
¡i

the integrand being the Legendre form for P(y). Since the strengthened con-

dition of Legendre holds for P(7) there is a constant e>0 such that
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i   j i  i   i i    i
Aij(t)ir ir + (yoír ) =- «ir x

on tH2. It follows from (3.9) and (3.10) that

0 = lim   I     {Aai)qi¡q + (y\i¡q) }dt ^ e lim sup   I      \ r¡t\ dt.
Q=<x>    %)   ¡1 q=<x> %J  ¿l

We have accordingly

lim   I     | r)q\2dt = 0.
BOO      OS    ¿1i =

This is inconsistent with the relations (3.4) which tell us that

lim   (     \r,t\2dt= 1.

It follows that there is a constant £>>0 such that P(y)+bQ(y) >0 for every

non-null variation 7 in V. This completes the proof of Theorem 2.

It should be observed that apart from the derivation of properties (1),

(2), (3), for P(y) and Q(y) we have not used the special forms of the function,

except that they be of the type of the second variation. For example, the re-

sult would still be valid if we take Q(y) of the form

Q(y) = ahah + f   v'v'dt,
J ,i

giving a well known result in the calculus of variations.

4. Proof of Theorem 1. In order to prove Theorem 1 we observe first that

the hypotheses of Theorem 1 imply those of Thedrem 2. We accordingly select

multipliers mß(a, y, p) in the manner described in the last section. This yields,

as the integrand, the function

G(a, y, p) = f(a, y, p) + mP(a, y, p)pß(a, y, p).

Because of the strengthened condition of Weierstrass and the nonsingularity

of Co the function G(a, y, p) E-dominates (see [3, §9]) the integrand L(p)

of the length integral near Co on the set of values (a, y, p) for which pß = 0.

The author has shown [3, §8] that there is therefore a function 8(a, y, p) of

class Cx such that the 75-function £#(0, y, p, q) for the integrand

H(a, y, p) = G(a, y, p) + eptp?

is positive for all (a, y, p) in a neighborhood 5R0 of those on Co and all

(a, y, q) y± (a, y, kp) (k>Qi) in 3Î. It is easily seen that the new function

J(C) = g(a) +  f H(a, y, y)dt
J c.
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retains the properties of the function J(C) described in the last section. The

arc Co therefore satisfies the Euler equation, the transversality condition, the

strengthened conditions of Weierstrass, Legendre, and Jacobi for the problem

of minimizing J(C) subject to the end conditions (1.2). The function J(C)

therefore has the properties described in Theorem 1, as was to be proved.
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